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Building Texture

CEILING & WALL SYSTEMS
[ Between

us, ideas become reality.]

®

under the big top
With the greatest of ease, our new Ceiling and Wall Systems will dazzle the senses
and create a sense of awe. Step right up to booth 1094 at the 8th floor of NeoCon.
visit armstrong.com/neocon

Serpentina® Waves

SoundScapes® Shapes

call 1-877-ARMSTRONG

Infusions® Graphix

Optima® Capz™

WoodWorks Ekos™

Axiom®
Building Perimeters
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Architect: Richter Architects
Design Principals: David Richter, FAIA
Elizabeth Chu Richter, FAIA
Client: Texas Department of Transportation
Completed: 2003

Richter on Brick.

“Brick is a common material with uncommon
versatility. It is expressive, remarkably ﬂuid, and
can be crafted with beautiful details.”
– David Richter, FAIA

“The variety of colors and shapes that brick
offers allows for metaphorical interpretation
- in this case, the earth strata.”
– Elizabeth Chu Richter, FAIA

Description: The Texas Travel Information Center
in Amarillo is both the gateway for visitors entering
the state and for visitors entering the American
West. More than 178,000 bricks were used with

Interior Photo: Craig Blackmon, FAIA

7 different shades of color.

Clay Brick – The Most Sustainable
Green Building Material Made.
www.gobrick.com/find_brick_architect
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YOUR 2-YEAR-OLD.
WITH CRAYONS, AND THE FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM.
There are obviously some things you can’t trust.
And then there is something you always can –Technical Glass Products.
Choosing fire-rated glass demands choosing a company in which you
have the highest level of trust. That’s why it makes sense to work with
TGP, a leader that’s provided unequaled product quality and service
excellence for decades. We offer an impressive array of fire-rated glass
and framing systems. Our products carry fire ratings up to 3 hours,
maintain complete UL approvals, and are accepted by all state and
local authorities having jurisdiction. Trust us, TGP is all you need.

fireglass.com
80 0 . 4 2 6. 027 9

FireLite

®

Family of Products
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Now there are building comfort solutions
that will inspire your imagination instead
of limiting it.
CITY MULTI gives you ultimate design
flexibility so you can push the building
envelope, with options for maximizing
interior space and ceiling heights without
concerns of concealing bulky ductwork.
Get unparalleled comfort, control and
cost effective use of energy. All with
great sustainability.
CITY MULTI will transform the way you
think about HVAC. Energize yourself at
transforminghvac.com
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On the Cover: CaixaForum, by Herzog & de Meuron. Photo by Roland Halbe.
Right: Glenstone residence and art museum, by Gwathmey Siegel. Photo by Scott Frances.

by Jane F. Kolleeny
California by Jane F. Kolleeny

Jonathan Segal, FAIA
Studio Ma

Arizona by Nancy Levinson

nArchitects

New York by Clifford A. Pearson
Pennsylvania by Christopher Kieran

Erdy McHenry Architecture
by Martin Filler
by John King
by Charles Linn, FAIA
by Linda C. Lentz
by Beth Broome
by Jennifer Richter

by Suzanne Stephens
How small design offices make the leap to larger—or different—work.

by Nadine M. Post
Demonstrating the benefits of a nonprescriptive approach.

by David Sokol

by Jen Renzi

AvroKO
Maryland
by Suzanne Stephens

Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

by Shonquis Moreno

Christoff:Finio Architecture

by David Sokol

Steven Holl Architects
by Linda C. Lentz

Designing a private compound with a preeminent art collection.
Arizona by Nancy Levinson

Richärd+Bauer

A canyonlike building emerges among its bland exurban neighbors.
Japan
by Naomi R. Pollock, AIA

by Linda C. Lentz

Shuhei Endo Architect Institute

A convex emergency center-cum-tennis arena rises from the earth.
Spain by David Cohn

Herzog & de Meuron

Transforming an abandoned power station into a vibrant cultural center.

Expanded coverage of Projects, Building Types Studies, and Web-only special features can be found at architecturalrecord.com.
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to explore architecturalrecord.com, which now offers a
and
that allow you to interact with, and contribute
to, the site as never before. You can comment on and rate projects, recommend
articles, submit photos of your work, and create an industry profile.

community
photo gallery
View thousands of images
submitted by readers
from around the globe in
12 categories, such as
Computer-Aided Renderings (above). Submit

If you haven’t visited our video library yet, you’re missing out on dozens of
reports meant to inform, inspire, and entertain. Notable architects take us
on tours of their favorite buildings (such as Gehry’s IAC Building, left);
enjoy episodes of “Good Design Is Good Business”; and view interviews
with the profession’s most interesting minds (construction.com/video/).

your images at construction.com/community/
gallerylist.aspx.

blogs
In the Trenches: Read provocative, personal
dispatches from Chris Harnish, an Architecture for
Humanity Fellow working in a small village in
South Africa. Go to archrecord.construction.com/
community/blogs/AFHBlog.asp.

forums
While multifamily residential projects are often cookie-cutter and uninspired, we have found examples that make striking design statements
(nArchitects’ Switch Building, left, is one). View a half-dozen Web-only
profiles and slide shows, including work that features distinctive rooftops;
intertwines outdoor and indoor life; and flashes some modern flare.

Your voice matters—and we have provided
you with the ideal forum to express yourself. One
of our recent discussions was started by a young
architect deeply frustrated with the process
required to obtain her license. Read her “Fix
NCARB” post and add your own opinion at
construction.com/community/forums.aspx.

comments
Explore our library of intimate conversations with some of the exciting
voices in architecture and design, including Peter Cook, Tom Kundig,
Nicholas Grimshaw, Renzo Piano, Thom Mayne, Vito Acconci, SOM’s
BIM experts (who worked on the firm’s Freedom Tower design, left), and
many more.

Rob Pyatt teamed up with the University of
Colorado College of Architecture & Planning’s
research + design + build program to design
Boxhouse (below), an addition to a home in
Boulder, Colorado, that addresses issues of
sustainability and recycling with elegance.

Too colorful, too beautiful, too dark, too weird:
Meet Sweden-based firm Electric Dreams and
see their playful, surreal designs (Weekday,
below, is a treelike store). Also taking inspiration
from the surreal is Los Angeles–based B+U, a
firm that is turning actual sound into buildings.

Photography (counterclockwise from top right): Courtesy Massimo Morandi; © Henrik Kam; courtesy Electronic Dreams;
© Michael DeLeon Photography; © dbox Studio; © Frank Oudeman; courtesy Bryant Rousseau

connecting people_projects_products

We invite your comments on all our online articles.
One of thousands: “Looks like a minimalist’s version
of the Lincoln Memorial. Where are the cherry
blossoms?”
and more …

Visit our robust Continuing Education
center to earn valuable CEU credits. Explore
hundreds of courses (e.g., on PSD-designed skyscrapers in San Francisco, below) in more than
a dozen categories . You can take the tests online
and monitor your credits with our Test Tracker.

The world is rocked by
over 100 damage-causing
earthquakes each year,
at enormous social and
economic cost.
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Revit® software, purpose
built for BIM, along with
industry leading analysis
partners, give users the ability
to see how a building will
behave in reality, and minimize its structural reaction
to an earthquake, before ever
breaking ground.

Analysis and animation
of a design’s response to
destructive forces give
users the knowledge that
even their most adventurous
designs can stand tall in
the face of extreme forces
of nature.

HOW BIM CAN HELP
THIS BUILDING SURVIVE
A 6.8 BEFORE IT’S BUILT.
autodesk.com/PowerofBIM

Autodesk and Revit are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., in the USA and/or other countries. All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders.
Autodesk reserves the right to alter product offerings and speciﬁcations at any time without notice, and is not responsible for typographical or graphical errors that may appear in this document. ©2007 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.

Earn
Health Safety Welfare

Architectural Record Continuing Education
Photo Courtesy of Marvin Windows and Doors

credits with
Architectural Record!

Page

153-157

Earn your required continuing
education Learning Unit hours (LU’s)
by reading Architectural Record.
This issue includes the continuing
education article featured on this
page. This article will earn you one
AIA/CES Learning Unit (HSW).
Annually, AIA/CES accepts up to
eight self-study Learning Units.

The right species for window and door
applications offer benefits in practicality,
aesthetics and sustainability
Learning Objectives:
After reading this article,
you should be able to:
• Explain the leading forest
certification programs

Just read the article and complete
the short quiz to earn your credit.
You can also access this and
many other continuing
education articles online at

• Evaluate popular wood species
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An evolution in color. A revolution in design.

Alucobond ® Spectra Colors – a new color ﬁnishing system for Alucobond aluminum composite materials – allows architects to boldly
incorporate a unique, ever-changing spectrum in the cladding of sophisticated building designs.
Inspired by color shifts that occur in everyday life – from the subtle nuances found in nature to the glowing sheen of modern metals to the
luster found in today’s luxury goods – Spectra Colors change as different wavelengths of light are reﬂected back to the viewer at various angles.
Plus, because it’s Alucobond, Spectra Colors provide extraordinary ﬂatness and rigidity, excellent formability, low weight and outstanding
weather resistance in outdoor applications.
To learn more about Spectra, please visit www.alucobond-spectra.com.
Take your designs to the next level…with Alucobond Spectra Colors.

ALCAN COMPOSITES USA INC

1.800.626.3365
www.alucobond.com

THE WORLD’S FAVORITE ALUMINUM COMPOSITE MATERIAL
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ou asked for it. architectural record meets the needs of its

constellation of design stars, a savvy, client-driven publication would meet

readers; GreenSource gives real data to the sustainability com-

business leaders on their home turf, presenting projects in a case-study format,

munity; ENR unites the construction universe. In e-mails and

deriving and presenting all the information we could from the projects. The

conversations, you’ve asked us to give you a publication for your clients that

hundred or so BW/AR Awards winners would provide an immediate source

demonstrates the value of design. We agreed. The question, as in all new

of potential case studies. In addition, we determined to focus not on the

ventures, was how, and for whom.

architect, but on the leaders who made a difference, together with their

The second part of the puzzle answered itself. The target audience

architects and other design professionals, so that members of the business

needed to be the leaders of the business community, the select few individ-

community could see people like themselves in our pages and on our Web

uals at the top of the corporate and institutional heap who set policy and

site and relate the publication to their own world.

make the final decisions for their collective enterprises. While others may

Drum roll. In fall 2008, McGraw-Hill Construction, in collabora-

have a more nitty-gritty role in operations, maintenance, and procurement,

tion with BusinessWeek, announces the launch of its newest publication,

we determined to go after the C.E.O. and the other men and women who

called HQ: Good Design Is Good Business. Devoted to advancing the role

inhabit the “C” suite. Their vision, and their decision making, ultimately set

of design for American business, HQ (the abbreviation for headquarters)

the course for American business.

will be circulated among domestic business leaders at the highest level—the

A conversation with one leader of a major American corporation

P H OTO G R A P H Y : © A N D R É S O U R O U J O N

proved instructive. He said that, in his tenure as chief executive officer of a

six to eight men and women in the American corporate suite—as well as to
American architects who will be able to share it with their clients.

global corporation, his single most important decision was where to house his

HQ will be graphically stunning, written in plain language,

employees. In an era in which talent makes the difference, his constant goal

sharp, and compelling. We’re not bragging: It has to be or no one will pick it

was attracting and retaining the best men and women. How they spend their

up. And it must deliver answers to readers’ unvoiced questions in plain lan-

work lives was paramount to their sense of well-being. On three occasions,

guage and in easily accessible segments. In 2008, we will only print a single

this leader had to find major new facilities but had no publication resource to

issue, but its frequency will increase in 2009. On the Web, HQ will live in

help him along the way. Aha! That was where we could be of use.

real time, building a community of people and resources for the here and

But how to talk to corporate leaders about the benefits of architec-

now, answering questions and expanding the conversation among the audi-

ture and design? In debating internally, we realized that we have an ace up

ences. And not to worry. We will continue our BusinessWeek/Architectural

our sleeve. For 10 years, architectural record and our sister publication

Design Awards program in both publications. Why mess with success?

BusinessWeek have teamed up in a design competition where beauty has to

For a question and a need so fundamental, you have to ask why

be more than skin-deep. A raging success, the BusinessWeek/Architectural

such a publication hasn’t existed before. We may be slow, but watch out.

Record design awards program has grown up with the tagline, “Good Design

Coming soon to a C.E.O. near you—HQ: Good Design Is Good Business.

Is Good Business,” a catchphrase that has real meaning. Unlike most juried
award competitions, the BW/AR program demands that entrants provide
real data that demonstrate how design affected a company or an institution’s
bottom line.
Bottom lines rule the C.E.O.’s world. So rather than another
design magazine that trumpets the latest stylistic flourishes or praises the
06.08 Architectural Record

We’ve got your back
With a flexing, radiused back and contoured seat design,
our Strive® collection gives you ultimate support. A recent
Robertson & O’Neill study showed that workers with the
right furniture experienced 27% less muscle pain. That
means fewer distractions and more productivity. And
QRZ HYHU\RQH FDQ HQMR\ WKRVH EHQHÀWV WKDQNV WR
LQH[SHQVLYHUHF\FODEOHPDWHULDOVWKDWPDNHÁH[VHDWLQJ
easily affordable. Comfort, design, affordability—just
what you strive for. Learn more at ki.com

The Strive Collection
®

designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

© 2008 KI. KI is a registered trademark of Krueger International, Inc.
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The latest Record Houses, as usual,
provides much stimulation, thankfully with some attention paid to
“environmental sustainability.” What
is missing, however, is a serious discussion about the elephant in the
garage, either shown or implied in
almost all of the plans, and which is
necessary to make this housing type
possible. Offering solutions to the
question of climate change while
ignoring the elephant is as deluded
as the wishful thinking that it can be
powered by electric, solar, hydrogen,
biodiesel, or some other fuel source.
Consider a future issue with houses
where elephants are not required.
—Rob Grant
Vancouver, Canada
Compared to last year’s edition, this
year’s version of Record Houses is
much improved: A well-conceived and
well-executed change in direction.
—Ronald O’Rourke
Via e-mail

I have concern for Suzanne
Stephens’s somewhat callous
description in the feature about
SmithGroup’s Normandy American
Cemetery Visitor Center at Collevillesur-Mer in northern France [March
2008, page 112]. I am sure there
are 9,387 American soldiers who
would greatly object to having the
memorial compared to two buildings
in Berlin. They gave their lives on an
ultimate quest to reach and destroy
Berlin, the capital and icon of the
enemy who killed them. To favorably
compare their memorial to icons
from that city is rubbing salt into
their wounds. The memorial’s “dark
gray granite” and “horizontal views”
recalling the very German bunkers
where machine guns cut them down
60 plus years ago sounds more like
a memorial to the German soldiers
than the American dead. Why would

you equate a memorial, both figuratively and symbolically, to the very
thing that killed them?
What next for ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD? “Favorably” comparing a
Holocaust memorial to brick ovens?
—Tim Williams
Winter Park, Fla.
Suzanne Stephens replies:
The writer appears to be unaware
that both of the German buildings
he cites were executed before the
Nazis came to power. Indeed, one
was designed in 1926 by Mies van
der Rohe as a memorial to Rosa
Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht,
who were both Communist, antiNazi revolutionaries. Luxemburg
also was Jewish. The other Mies
work, for the 1931 Berlin Building
Exposition, appeared in the twilight
of the Weimar Republic, before the
Nazis claimed power in 1933. Let’s
not forget Mies’s Modernist vocabulary scarcely appealed to Hitler and
his architect, Albert Speer, who preferred the stripped-down Classicism
that was also favored by the U.S. government for its civic buildings of the
1930s. As for the bunker reference in
the article, the architects were trying
to avoid creating a distracting intervention, and therefore looked at the
ruins, walls, and hedgerows on the
Normandy property.

Around 1910, Albert Ballin built the
three great ocean liners for the
Kaiser. These three sisters, the
Vaterland, the Imperator, and the
Bismarck, were the largest ships in
the world, even exceeding the size
of the Titanic. On the bow of the
Imperator was a sculpture of the
world in the talons of an eagle, with
the inscription, “My field is the world”
written in German.
BMW Welt [March 2008, page
86] reminds me of these efforts. It
is pretentious, top-heavy, and may

portend doom. As an avid reader of
auto magazines for over a half-century, I can assure you that there is
precious little to invent as far as
cars are concerned. This building,
like the great ships, is indicative of
the end of an evolutionary cycle.
How will future generations view it?
—Joseph M. La Rocca
Denver

Robert Ivy’s recent editorial [May
2008, page 39] identifies the need
to create greater opportunity for
diversity in our profession. However,
in order to encourage the engagement necessary for producing a
more diverse profession, I offer an
agenda our firm has undertaken and
include other tips worth considering:
1. Be visible. Architecture must be
seen as a means of affecting
the environment, and architects
need to be observed and
engaged in community action.
2. Be involved with local schools
through teaching, mentoring,
career days, and architecture
week projects.
3. Be proactive in developing a student-enrichment program in the
office to enable students to have
externships for observing how
architects work.
4. Be a benefactor by developing
and creating different scholarship opportunities.
5. Be a counselor to parents.
Create a community open house
to invite students’ parents to see
what architects do and educate
them on career opportunities.
6. Be a tour guide offering to
assist schools with local architecture tours.
7. Be a champion and engage the
community in a charrette looking at a local situation and ways
it can be addressed.
8. Be a connector. Bring a wealth
of resources and opportunities

to the local university.
9. Be a promoter. Create a student
design competition where participants can see success and gain
identity through the media.
—Judson A. Kline, AIA
Cleveland
After 150 years of protecting the
profession of architecture from people of color, why in the world would
Robert Ivy be surprised that only 1.5
percent of registered architects are
black? Not to mention other disadvantaged minorities. The numbers
are the naked reality regardless of
smoke and mirrors, excuses, or misguided editorials.
The practice of architecture is
perceived as an elite club for white
men that keeps the door shut and
locked because—regrettably and by
design—it is. The ethnic makeup of
licensed architects in our great country unquestionably bears this out.
Minorities are still very far out in the
cold looking in and will remain there
unless radical changes are made.
I would recommend that ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, utilizing the tools
of investigative journalism, publish a
series of articles that can serve as
a catalyst to begin to change this
inequity. You have the power to give
voice to future minority architects
that have so much to offer. It is
past time to share this particular
American dream.
—John T. Keliiaa, Assoc. AIA
Casa Blanca, N.Mex.

Our AIA Honor Awards coverage inadvertently omitted the names of two
jurors [May 2008, page 176]: Andrew
C. Caruso, Assoc. AIA, Washington,
D.C., for the Architecture category,
and Chuck Zabriskie, Houston, Texas,
for Interiors.

Send letters to rivy@mcgraw-hill.com.
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Nothing Tames Mother Nature
Like A Steel Door.
She’s no lady. So when Mother Nature unleashes the worst she’s got, a
steel door is the best defense you’ve got. And an SDI steel door is proven to be
impervious to her fury. SDI steel doors are manufactured and tested to withstand
wind, rain, snow, tornadoes, anything she can bring.
Since 1954, the Steel Door Institute has set standards for the performance,
care and use of steel doors and frames, including standards for weather
resistance. The SDI Fact File is the only resource you need to ensure that
the steel doors and frames you choose will
keep Mother Nature out. To
download the SDI Fact File, visit
www.steeldoor.org.
Steel Door Institute 30200 Detroit Road, Westlake, Ohio 44145 • 440-899-0010 w w w.steeldoor.org
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You provide the imagination.

We make it real.
Old Brick Originals™ exposes the beauty and
durability of real, kiln-ﬁred brick as a thin-cut solution. Inspired
by your vision. Made real by Robinson Brick.

800.477.9002

Q

RobinsonBrick.com
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WHENEVER.WHEREVER.

On the beach. In the comfort of an overstuffed chair. During your commute to work.When you’re stuck on
a plane.With the NCARB monograph series you can earn your health, safety, and welfare PDUs whenever
you want … wherever you want.
Just log on to the NCARB web site and order one of the more than 20 titles written by leaders in their
fields.When your monograph arrives, settle into your favorite lounge chair (or squish into your plane seat)
and read about some of the latest developments in the profession.
When you are ready to take the quiz, simply log onto our secure site, and answer the questions.You’ll
receive your results immediately. Once you pass, you can even print your own certificate of completion.
Current NCARB Record holders can earn PDUs/CEUs for less than $16 per unit—the lowest cost per
PDU/CEU available.Your payment covers the monograph, quiz, scoring process, and one free retest if
needed. NCARB also reports your passing score to the AIA at no extra cost.
Say goodbye to expensive out-of-town seminars, boring conferences, and late-night classes. Earn your HSW
units on your schedule with NCARB’s monograph series.

Learn and earn with NCARB!
www.ncarb.org

N C A R B

MONOGRAPH SERIES
National Council of Architectural Registration Boards
1801 K Street, NW, Suite 700K
Washington, DC 20006
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Modern Marvel.
Marvel. Modern
Modern Art.
Modern
Art.
Perhaps a little of both. Like every great masterpiece Element blends incomparable design
Perhaps a little of both. Introducing Element — the world’s ﬁrst large-space ceiling
and innovative craftsmanship to create a ceiling fan unlike any other in the world.
fan that moves air, reduces energy consumption, and looks great doing it.

To Learn More About This Sleek New Breed: 877-BIG FANS | www.elementfan.com
©2008 Delta
T Corporation
dba Big|Ass
Fan Company. All rights reserved.
CIRCLE
To42Learn More About This Sleek New Breed:
877-BIG
FANS
www.elementfan.com
©2008 Delta T Corporation dba Big Ass Fan Company. All rights reserved.
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You’re Demanding, Exacting and
Uncompromising about Design.
Not to worry.
The RITE Door® Integrated Fire Door
System Can Take the Heat.

We know that no detail ever escapes your sight. That’s why The RITE Door®
comes in an unparalleled selection of colors, textures and finishes. All created
with technically perfect, pre-installed hardware. So, whether it’s a fire door,
stairwell door or access-controlled door, The RITE Door won’t ever come
www.ritedoor.com
between you and your vision.
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Turning the
Corner

Small design-oriented
offices often crave
larger or different
kinds of work. Here
are some tips from

ot so long ago, architects began their careers with small
jobs—say, kitchen and bath renovations or houses—then
slaved away for years before breaking into a new, bigger
building type, such as a one-story community center. Now it
seems an architectural practice, like Asymptote, the New York firm
headed by Hani Rashid and LiseAnne Couture, can go from an interior
display space to a mixed-use high-rise complex in Asia seemingly
overnight. It may take five or 10 years, but it’s not forever. Many are
actually finding these opportunities without leaving the U.S. What is
going on? Certainly the situation has changed with globalization and
the computer, for starters. But what else explains it? More to the point:
What are talented architects of today doing that architects didn’t do
way back when? In an economy that was going strong until yesterday,
success stories about turning the corner abound.

many of whom who are first-timers to the building type.
Nevertheless, the changing situation itself doesn’t account for
the reason one firm succeeds in turning the corner while the other is still
stuck doing small office buildings by the highway. Various tales coming
from a cluster of architects offer some instructive insights.

Globalization has indeed helped a number of young, innovative firms.
Teaming up with local firms and large engineering offices on jobs in burgeoning nations such as India, Korea, China, Russia, and the United Arab
Emirates, these architects land huge commissions that previously would
have been left to the Skidmore, Owings & Merrills of the world. The computer obviously helps, since firms don’t have to bulk up on draftpersons
just to get through design development or construction documents. But
interestingly, enthusiasm has grown for hiring small “boutique” operations for large projects, even on the firms’ home turf. In addition, the
growing reliance on invited competitions (with the Request for
Qualifications and the long-list to short-list process) allows small and
young firms to compete for coveted commissions on a worldwide basis.
Even the overheated international architect-celebrity culture
has made a difference. While the same tiny cadre of famous architects
seems to snare every big-time job, the media clamor over their fabulousness has apparently fostered a more adventurous taste in
architecture among clients. Only a decade or two ago, New York City
builders peremptorily sought “file drawer” architects to churn out
high-rise luxury apartment buildings. Now a new breed of developer is
changing that landscape significantly with high-design architects,

Hani Rashid and LiseAnne Couture, who founded Asymptote 19 years
ago, have made the most out of design competitions. They look on them
as a form of preparation, particularly in thinking about large-scale work.
“Don’t shy away from doing the interesting competition—even if you
lose. Just do the next one,” Rashid advises. Asymptote burst on the architectural scene by winning the Steel Cloud gateway competition for Los
Angeles in 1989, the year the firm opened its New York office. Although
the multiuse project was never built, Rashid and Couture rode an avantgarde wave of digital design with a series of small executed projects, such
as display spaces, stores, and Hydra Pier (2002), a permanent exhibition
pavilion in Haarlemmermeer, the Netherlands.
However, in the past few years, Asymptote has been on top of a
tsunami of competitions it won in far-flung places: Currently, the firm is
designing such mega projects as the Penang Global City Center in northern Malaysia, and the Millennium Tower World Business Center in
Busan, Korea, for private developers. Asymptote won a competition for
the Budapest Bank Tower, being developed by the Orco Property Group,
and just found out it won a competition for a 40-story commercial
building in Tbilisi, Georgia. Nevertheless, Rashid notes, “there aren’t
enough competitions, and finding the right one is key.” Rashid also
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those who succeeded.

warns about the expense, although the “good” competitions do provide
remuneration. Couture adds that by teaching architecture in the early
days, they not only got to explore ideas, but they were able to afford to
enter competitions and take on work they liked—not just seeking breadand-butter jobs to pay the bills.
Teaching also helps get one’s name around, Couture notes.
Asymptote got a residential building, then a hotel, both being built in
Abu Dhabi, after a representative of the client, Aldar Properties, heard
Rashid give a lecture in Dubai. Growing publicity about their architecture led to Asymptote’s being awarded the commission for a coveted
building type in New York—the apartment complex—at 166 Perry
Street, now under construction. “The developers [Richard Born, Ira
Druker, and Charles Blaichman of the Perry Street Development
Corporation] had been watching us,” says, Rashid, “and told us our
time had come to build in New York.” Meanwhile, the office has
expanded from 21 three years ago to three times that today.
Another small firm found big-time work abroad—through a
competition it did not win. Jesse Reiser, AIA, and his partner Nanako
Umemoto of the New York–based office Reiser + Umemoto (RUR) got
on the list for an invited competition when one of Reiser’s former

Columbia University students provided the developer with names. They
lost the mixed-use project at Dubai’s Business Bay, developed by Dubai
Properties, to Zaha Hadid. But one developer, who left Dubai Properties
to start Creekside Development Company, hired the firm to do the 0-14
Tower, a 22-story office building now under construction there.
Competitions and teaching may do the trick to turn the corner.
But there’s always chutzpah. Alexander Gorlin, FAIA, advises, “Go after
the work you want by parlaying contacts and built work into larger and
larger commissions.” He ultimately got the job to design a Miami apartment building by starting with much smaller houses at Seaside, Florida,
the New Urbanist community developed by Robert Davis. Gorlin had
met Davis in New York and then followed up by dropping in on him at
Seaside while on the way to Palm Beach. “I know—the two places are
nowhere near each other,” Gorlin admits. In designing houses at Seaside,
he got to know Duany Plater-Zyberk (DPZ), its master planners. When
DPZ was brought in to plan Aqua, a residential complex in Miami
developed by Craig Robins of Dacra, it recommended Gorlin for an
apartment building. Today, his 11-story residential tower, one of several,
is finished. Robins named it The Gorlin at Aqua. Now that’s branding.
Gorlin has also aggressively pursued commissions to design
affordable housing—by writing books. After completing several private
town houses (including Seaside), he wrote The New American Town
House (Rizzoli, 1999) and Creating the New American Town House
(Rizzoli, 2005). When the first book was published, he showed it to the
New York City housing commissioner, and convinced him to turn over
a list of developers doing moderate-income housing in the city. Gorlin
went after one, Ron Waters of the Nehemiah Home Development Fund,
who was thinking of sponsoring a housing competition for the
Nehemiah Spring Creek Houses at Gateway Estates in Brooklyn.“I talked
him out of the competition idea and into hiring us for the job,” says
Gorlin. “You’ve got to be ruthless!” The first phase, 117 row houses, is
now in construction.
A more subtle form of persuasion works, too. Jeanne Gang,
AIA, of Studio Gang, helped launch her small practice in Chicago in
1998 by getting the commission for a summer theater, the Starlight, on

the Rock Valley College campus in nearby Rockford, Illinois. She had
heard that the theater director was expanding the outdoor amphitheater,
and let him know she had worked with Rem Koolhaas and OMA on Lille
Grand Palais, a conference, exhibition, and concert venue, in Lille, France
(1994). Before the interview, she found out that the contractor for the
theater had built bridges and that the dean of Rock Valley College was a
hydraulic engineer. So Gang took a chance and presented preliminary
concepts for a theater with a movable roof. On top of that, she got a structural engineer on board right away. The theater was completed in 2003.
The big cahuna of Gang’s career so far, the 81-story Aqua
Tower in Chicago, owes much to the old axiom that chance favors the
prepared mind. Gang met the co–chief executive officer of Magellan
Development Group, James Loewenberg, who is also an architect, at a
dinner party. It turned out that Magellan was building the 28-acre
Lakeshore East mixed-use complex. Studio Gang got the job to design
Aqua, now nearing completion, and propitiously, Loewenberg’s own
firm is the architect of record. “It helped that we had institutional work
in our portfolio. But we also took time to do research and come up
with design options for the housing,” says Gang, who is also executing
a portion of the working drawings with Loewenberg’s office.
When you get a big client, it’s a good idea to do more than just design.
That’s what Christopher Scholz, AIA, and Inès Elskop, AIA, demonstrated so vividly with their work on luxury trains for Tangula Express in
China. Their small New York City firm, Elskop Scholz, had designed an
assortment of solid projects, many residential, some institutional, in and
around the city, since it was formed in 1990. When Elskop got a call from
a school friend asking her to recommend an architect for a project for
Rail Partners of China, she suggested her own firm. The client wanted an
architect who would concentrate on the interior while a builder would
manage the technical aspects of the shell for a dozen luxury sleeper cars,
plus two dining cars and one lounge.“They were looking for an interpre-

tation of Chinese culture through a modern filter,” says Elskop.
As the design proceeded, the two architects produced a luxe,
limited-edition publication of their design’s elevations and plans, as well
as details, for the minister of railways in China. It has become a tool for
raising money from private backers. In addition, Scholz and Elskop gave
extra time and attention to working with the engineers and manufacturers on the architectural detailing, and to running design studios with
engineers, who drew up the construction documents as they went along.
The new train is scheduled to begin service this September.
Like Gang and Elskop Scholz, Brad Cloepfil, AIA, of Allied
Works, in Portland, Oregon, feels you have to go the extra mile to impress
the client with your design ingenuity. Cloepfil started his office in 1994,
and designed a bar in Portland where the people from the Wieden +
Kennedy advertising agency hung out. The agency decided to renovate a
large warehouse for its headquarters, and turned to Allied Works. “But,”
Cloepfil adds, “we also did a lot of research to show them every kind of
creative workspace imaginable. It helped get this 180,000-square-foot
job,” says Cloepfil, which the firm completed in 2000.
Cloepfil had only designed art galleries when he got on the
short list for the 27,000-square-foot Contemporary Art Museum in St.
Louis. This coup can be attributed to the whom-you-know method:

He was initially suggested by Terence Riley, then chief architecture
curator at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, with whom
Cloepfil had taught in New York after both got out of Columbia’s graduate architecture program.
Getting that job expanded Cloepfil’s horizons, to be sure, but
the commission that ensured that he was no longer a “regional” architect was the one in 2002 for the Museum of Art and Design (formerly
known as the American Crafts Museum) at 2 Columbus Circle in New
York City, originally the Huntington Hartford Gallery of Modern Art.
Cloepfil feels he got the edge over the short-list competitors (Zaha
Hadid, Smith-Miller Hawkinson, Toshiko Mori) by working with a glass
company to produce conceptual models that were crafted artifacts.
Because of its heavy-duty reworking of the museum designed by
Edward Durell Stone (1964), the Museum of Art and Design has
attracted tons of controversy from pro-Stone preservationists and the
press. All eyes are turned to the building, which opens this September.
And now everyone knows Cloepfil’s name.
A quieter, smoother plum commission is the Clyfford Still
Museum in Denver. With the museum’s permanent collection dedicated
to one artist, Cloepfil had to persuade the selection committee that he
could create a special relationship between the art and its setting. Since
Cloepfil knew that Still had spent 45 years in the northwest, his home
territory, he showed the committee images of evocative landforms that
might have influenced Still. As director Dean Sobel notes, “He wanted
to get into the DNA of the artist’s work.” He got the job.

Sometimes it’s just a matter of building a long-lasting relationship over the years with a client—even if the project is not executed right
away. Audrey Matlock, AIA, has a 12-story apartment building nearing
completion in Manhattan as a result of her long-term working relationship with Robert Gladstone, chief executive officer of Madison Equities.
“He was looking for something challenging even before Richard Meier
had done his apartment buildings [173/176 Perry Street] in 2002,” says
Matlock. When Gladstone found the site, Matlock was ready.
Matlock—who started her own office in New York in 1994
with three people, after working on high-profile buildings at Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill (SOM)—is finishing up two buildings in Kazakhstan.
Matlock’s history with SOM led the firm to recommend her to design a
project it deemed too small to accept. It turned out to be a 20,000square-foot house in Kazakhstan for a developer with Capital Partners,
for whom SOM is designing two large-scale projects. The client next
commissioned Matlock to design a 20,000-square-foot sports center.
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After Tanglewood opened in 1994, Rawn found his firm had the credibility to go after more academic work along with performing arts
centers. “But we still haven’t gotten a museum,” he notes.

If Gorlin was able to move from private town houses to affordable housing, William Rawn, FAIA, used affordable housing to turn a major corner
of his career. Rawn, who had been both a lawyer and a university administrator at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, before training as an
architect, had the advantage of knowing institutional clients there. In the
early years of his practice, Rawn got a commission to design 20 dwelling
units of affordable housing sponsored by the local bricklayers union (he
was introduced to the union head by a university colleague). From this
project, Andrew Square (1987), came the 75-unit Charlestown Navy Yard
Row Houses (1988), also for bricklayers, and then 165 row houses for the
Back of the Hill complex in the Mission Hill area, all in Boston (1989).
The lure of housing, says Rawn, is that “you get to do something at a large
scale involving urban design issues, which people do see.”
Publicity from the housing got Rawn on the long list for the
Seiji Ozawa Hall at Tanglewood, in Lenox, Massachusetts, in 1989. But he
knew he was up against architects who had designed performing arts
centers and concert halls before. “Since we were young and had never
done one, “Rawn recalls, “we decided to take a heavy-hitter structural
engineer, William LeMessurier, with us to the interview.” Rawn nailed it.
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Thom Mayne, FAIA, keeps pushing his office, Morphosis, founded in
Los Angeles in 1971, in new directions. “You want to keep doing new
projects that you haven’t done before,” says Mayne. “But you need to
figure out how to get to the next step. There is this perception problem:
If you haven’t done it before, you can’t do it. It’s very American.”
Mayne found out how clients think by losing a job. He was
interviewed for a project in the Design Excellence program administered
by Ed Finer, then chief architect of the General Services Administration’s
Public Buildings Service, but didn’t get it. However, Finer liked what
Mayne had to say, and put him on a peer review committee to judge
architects short-listed in the program.“It was unusual to hear your peers
present, and the process proved hugely informative,” Mayne notes. After
that, he started understanding how to get through to the nonarchitects
who were also on the committee deciding on GSA commissions, and
landed both the Wayne Lyman Morse U.S. Courthouse in Eugene,
Oregon (2006), and the Federal Office Building in San Francisco (2007).
Asymptote’s Rashid argues that the highfliers in design need
to put themselves in the client’s shoes. “Too often,” he observes, “small
firms hold on to their ideals and don’t worry when the clients move in
a particular direction. I tell the people in our office to sit back a minute
and figure out why the client wants what he or she wants. Then you can
react to that, rethinking the design, and do your thing.”
In dealing with clients, Mayne says, “I learned to tone down
my rhetoric.” The press loved to call him “architecture’s bad boy,” but at
a certain point Mayne decided this was not the way to go: “My wife and
colleagues told me if you want a certain kind of practice, you have to be
strategic—not just a designer, but a thought leader, with a mature staff.”
Mayne consulted Paul Nakazawa, AIA, whom he met while
teaching at Harvard in the late 1990s. “Paul is an organizational guru, a
de facto shrink, and an architect,” says Mayne. “He helped me build an

Matelux®—Soft Light At Its Finest
Introducing Matelux, a translucent glass with a satin finish. It filters light softly, smoothes out contours and produces silhouettes
in a variety of both interior and exterior applications. Matelux, an acid etched glass, offers numerous different color choices, a
variety of thicknesses from 3mm to 19mm, is available double sided, and can be fabricated to specifically meet your needs. The
product is even available with a range of Stopsol® reflective coatings on one side and the Matelux satin finish on the other. So,
whether you are designing shelving, partitions, doors, showers, lighting, furniture or looking to enhance the building façade, only
Matelux provides uniformity, simplicity and purity in a true art form.
Call us today for more information at (800) 251-0441. Or, visit us online at www.na.agc-flatglass.com/matelux.

Flat Glass North America

Matelux: When Elegance is Everything!
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office structure that was not generic, but reflects who I am,” says Mayne,
who notes that Morphosis now has more specialists than generalists.
It not only has 45 people in Santa Monica, where it began in 1971, but
has opened up a New York office with a half-dozen designers. It also has
15 people in Paris, and five more in Shanghai.
Paul Nakazawa, who runs Nakazawa Consultants in Wellesley,
Massachusetts, argues that if you go after a commission or a competition, “You should know if it is a good fit with what you do.” Deborah
Berke, FAIA, would agree. Noting that “every architect seems to want to
do a museum,” she says that this does not necessarily apply to her. “The
workplace and the place of making are more interesting to me,” she adds.
“That’s why I like designing art schools or performing arts centers.”
(Berke completed the Yale School of Art in 2000, and the Serkin
Performing Arts Center at Marlboro College in Vermont in 2005.)
With regard to her own special strategies for turning the corner, Berke advises relying on the step-by-step method. “It’s a gradual
process until you cross that threshold. But it comes out of the work you
have behind you,” she says. Berke’s big break was Industria Superstudio
in Manhattan in 1992, a complex of photography studios and event
spaces that came from a referral by a childhood friend. Heated fashionworld publicity led to a series of hip hotels—the James Hotel in
Scottsdale, Arizona (2004); the James Hotel in Chicago (2006); the 21c

Museum Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky (2006); and now in construction,
her largest building to date, The 21c Museum Hotel in Austin, Texas.
Hotels gave Berke the credentials to attract developers of apartment
buildings in Manhattan, such as 48 Bond, a new structure nearing completion. “This is a huge stepping stone,” Berke notes.
Every time you ask architects how they did it, they will often
say it would be great just to do what you do and have the jobs come to
you. There is one firm that seems to abide by this rule—Tod Williams
Billie Tsien Architects. The two principals are legendary for turning
down work in order not to spread themselves too thin, and for taking
pride in a thoughtful, deliberate approach. They don’t promote themselves. The New York–based office started with a handful of people in the
late 1970s, and now has 30. Although relatively small, the firm has under
construction a 23-acre business campus, Banyan Park, outside Mumbai,
India, for Tata Consultancy Services. While Tod Williams, FAIA, and
Billie Tsien, AIA, have been doing sizable institutional projects, including
libraries, museums, and university buildings, over the years, this complex
of 12 buildings is their largest to date.
As befits their modus operandi, they did not seek the commission. They got a call out of the blue from the client, Ratan Tata. He
didn’t worry about the size of the office (20 in the pre-Mumbai days),
since local architects Somaya & Kalappa Consultants is working on-site.
Right away, Williams and Tsien realized that Tata understood the firm:
Neither client nor architect wanted buildings taller than the trees. Only
2,000 people would be on the campus, and parking would be below
grade. In addition, Williams says he and Tsien “let clients know we are
slow.” Right now they have 10 projects in their office.
The Williams Tsien approach is nice, but if everyone did it, the architecture profession might have the future of the Shakers. Others have
suggestions for expanding the scale and changing the building type of a
firm, so that it doesn’t get cast in place. Marshall Purnell, FAIA, the current president of the AIA and a partner of Devrouax + Purnell, in
Washington, D.C., urges young architects starting out to be flexible, and
avoid traps that will keep their offices small. “When Paul Devrouax and
I joined up in 1978, he says, “we took work for the State Department in
Moscow, Belgrade, and other places.” Purnell had gotten to know
William Slayton, a former executive director of the AIA before he joined
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Gwathmey Siegel & Associates
GLENSTONE,

noticeable trend of late seems to be for major art collectors
to create their own private museums, much as their
Enlightenment forebears did in the 18th century. Instead of
Horace Walpole, Sir John Soane, or Thomas Hope, however,
you have Alice Walton (of the Wal-Mart family) building a new museum
in Arkansas, designed by Moshe Safdie; newsprint mogul Peter Brant
and his wife, Stephanie, turning to Richard Gluckman of Gluckman
Mayner to renovate a barn for art at their Greenwich homestead; and
Don Fisher, who enlisted Gluckman to design a new museum for his
collection in the Presidio in San Francisco. The list goes on.
Glenstone, a 125-acre estate in Potomac, Maryland, is different
from its cohorts. The art museum is a new structure conceived as part of
a residential compound designed by one architect, Gwathmey Siegel &
Associates. The collector, a Forbes 400–ranked industrialist, had first
turned to Charles Gwathmey, FAIA, to design a New York City pied-aterre for him, and admired the way the architect had integrated his art

collection into the setting. This led to the design of a new house on the
Potomac, along with a plan for a semiprivate museum that would display works by Willem de Kooning, Jackson Pollock, Jasper Johns, Robert
Rauschenberg, Cy Twombly, and Robert Ryman, to name a few of the
impressive cluster of 20th-century artists represented among the
owner’s holdings. (The museum, which is run by the Glenstone
Foundation, is open by appointment.) The architects and the client
worked with landscape architect Peter Walker and Partners to create a
paradisiacal totality from scratch, with an extensive sculpture park
embedded in a bucolic setting straight out of Capability Brown.
Glenstone residence and art
museum, Potomac, Maryland
Gwathmey Siegel &
Associates—Charles Gwathmey,
FAIA, partner in charge; Robert

Siegel, FAIA, partner
Severud Associates
(structural); Thomas Polise
Consulting Engineers (m/e/p)
Peter Walker and Partners

The striking itinerary through architecture and landscape
begins at the gate, where a long, curving driveway leads past sugar maple
trees, wild flowers, and rolling hills. “We wanted to establish an unfolding
sequence of views,” says Gwathmey. A large sculpture by Richard Serra,
Contour 290 (2004), sits on one side, and Tony Smith’s Smug (1973/2005)
on the other. The drive splits at the existing 2-acre pond, with a biomorphic
shape that reappears as a design motif elsewhere in the complex. One serpentine leg of the drive leads to the main house; the other, to the museum.
In responding to the particuliarities of the site and the variegated
program, which included a guest cottage and pool house, Gwathmey had
the chance to rework architectural motifs he had developed over the years,
as well as experiment with new formal notions. This opportunity may seem
akin to Philip Johnson’s creation of his Glass House compound in New
Canaan, Connecticut. But there, Johnson, as his own client, added the separate structures for an underground art gallery, a sculpture gallery, along
with the Glass House and other assorted buildings from 1949 to 1995.
Owing to Johnson’s shifting stylistic predilections, the result looks more
like a group show than the assembled works of a single architect.
Not so with Gwathmey’s ensemble, created between 2003 and
2006. Although each building has a separate identity, all adhere to
Gwathmey Siegel’s Modernist vocabulary. Indeed, despite the pastoral locale,
the compound’s amalgam of complexity and consistency seems closer
in approach to Robert Mallet-Stevens’s variegated, 1920s cluster of six
cubiform villas on rue Mallet-Stevens in Paris. [For more details, go to
http://archrecord.construction.com/community/blogs/ARBlog.asp.] At the

Entry court
Serra sculpture
Entrance
Sculpture gallery
Reception
Administrative office
Main office
Conference
Galleries
Art storage
Loading dock
Kitchen
Terrace
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Herzog & de Meuron
CAIXAFORUM

CaixaForum
Paseo del Prado
Royal Botanical Garden

ew protected historic structures have been treated with less respect
than Madrid’s Central Eléctrica de Mediodía in its transformation
into the CaixaForum cultural center. But given the limited architectural value of the power plant, built in 1900, and the brilliant
irreverence of the intervention, this is a deed that can only be celebrated. In
what they describe as a surgical operation, Swiss architects Jacques Herzog
and Pierre de Meuron demolished the original roof and interiors. They cut
away the granite base of the brick exterior walls, creating the illusion that the
building floats in midair, hovering over a covered entry plaza. With the addition of two upper stories clad in rusted cast iron and two underground
levels, they doubled the building’s height and increased its size five times to
more than 100,000 square feet. In short, the architects have skinned and gutted the structure like an animal, transforming its tattered brick shell, four
withes thick, into an exotic, peltlike veneer. This metamorphosis has been
carefully pulled off, but it is also smart, mischievous, and energizing fun.
CaixaForum Madrid is owned and operated by the Social Works
Foundation of La Caixa, Spain’s largest savings bank, and is dedicated to
programs in art, music, theater, and literature. The generating station occupying the site the foundation chose had won limited protection for its role
in the early electrification of Madrid, but the local Heritage Commission
approved its partial demolition based on the project’s merits and public
benefits. Located amid narrow streets not far from the Prado Museum, the
building was cut off from the nearby avenue of the Paseo del Prado by a gas
station that Herzog and de Meuron convinced the client to buy and demolish. This acquisition allowed them to enlarge the entry plaza and establish a
connection to the Paseo, Madrid’s Museum Mile, which is soon to be refurbished by Alvaro Siza. The CaixaForum joins Paseo cultural institutions
such as Rafael Moneo’s 1992 Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum and his recent
expansion of the Prado [RECORD, March 2008, page 118]. Also nearby is
Jean Nouvel’s Reina Sofía Museum addition [RECORD, July 2006, page 84].
The basic strategy of the CaixaForum design is similar to that of
David Cohn is RECORD’s Madrid-based correspondent.
CaixaForum, Madrid
Herzog & de Meuron—
Jacques Herzog, Pierre de Meuron,
Harry Gugger, partners; Peter Ferretto,
Carlos Gerhard, Stefan Marbach,
Benito Blanco, project architects
Mateu i Bausells

WGG Schnetzer Puskas
(structural); Urcolo (m/e/p);
Arup (lighting); Emmer Pfenninger,
ENAR (facades); Patrick Blanc,
Benavides & Lapèrche (green wall)
Ferrovial
Agroman
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Multi-Angle Corners
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Unlike this family of mimes, most neighbors love
to talk. And have parties. And play sound systems.

BECAUSE ALL
NEIGHBORS
AREN’T THIS QUIET

That’s why architects are specifying SoundBreak
for high-density housing. This revolutionary new
gypsum board creates high STC wall partitions
that are thinner, more reliable and more costeffective. So choose SoundBreak. Because you
can’t choose your neighbors.

Technical Info: 1-800-NATIONAL
or visit www.soundbreak.info
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Located on the outskirts of
downtown San Diego, the 13
affordable units of Jonathan
Segal, FAIA’s live-work complex
present a bold Modernist face
and occupy what had mostly
been parking lots.

A ribbonlike plane of galvanized metal folds up and
down to become both roof
and wall on the 12 units of
PRD845, created by Studio
Ma at the desert edge of
sprawling Phoenix.

In the gentrified neighborhood
of the Lower East Side,
nArchitects’ seven-story Switch
Building redefines the bay
window with an angled metal
facade that offers residents views
up and down the street.

This new residential development
by Erdy McHenry Architecture,
with apartments above retail and
restaurant space, occupies the site of
the once-famous Schmidt’s Brewery
in the up-and-coming neighborhood of Northern Liberties.

he mixed-use and multifamily-housing projects shown here
occupy areas on the edge of downtown. These are interesting
areas—ones where neglected warehouses lie dormant awaiting
new life as neighborhoods become gentrified. Philadelphia’s One
Hancock Square illustrates this phenomenon. It occupies the site of a former
brewery separated from the city’s downtown when two merging interstate
highways were built in the 1960s. Indeed, many of these fringe neighborhoods sit on the wrong side of the tracks, or on the far side of highways that
encircle busy metro areas, cut off from easy pedestrian access. This is the
case with the Union—a 13-unit project that abuts Highway 5 that borders
downtown San Diego—and PRD845, a 12-unit building that occupies a
former parking lot next to a busy six-lane road and Interstate 10 on the edge
of Phoenix. Then there’s the Switch Building on the Lower East Side of
New York City, an area made famous as a place where waves of immigrants
found inexpensive housing in the many tenement buildings that lined the
streets. More and more these days, the neighborhood is populated by young
professionals and even hot-shots from Wall Street. Times have changed.
Examining well-designed, appropriately scaled projects that
occupy the edge of the city, as these projects do, shows how urban
redevelopment can proceed. Such urban residential and mixed-use
projects speak to the movement away from long commutes and suburban
sprawl—recently spurred by ever-increasing gasoline prices—toward
people-friendly neighborhoods with services and transportation hubs
within easy reach.
New Urbanists call the zone within a mile of home the “walkshed,” an area that a person can reasonably cover on foot. This is loosely
based on the notion of watershed, the area of land that drains into a water
source. The watershed uses the source as the starting point and extends to
cover all the land that supplies water to it. In a similar way, a walkshed
begins at home and extends to cover all the land that one might reasonably reach on foot. These days, some realtors tout the walkshed score of
residences in urban centers; in fact, the Web site walkscore.com calculates
the number of potential destinations within walking distance of any given
address and produces a rating.
Though many Americans will continue to prefer living in suburbs rather than cities, the appeal of walkable urban neighborhoods, and
the popularity of less-energy-intensive lifestyles, is changing that. These
projects and others like them are part of that change, allowing life to
return once again to both our cities and the distinctive neighborhoods
that surround them. Jane F. Kolleeny
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Jonathan Segal, FAIA—
Jonathan Segal, FAIA, principal;
Wendy Segal, Matthew Segal,
Guillermo Tomascewski, Greg Yeatter,
Luke Player Holmes, Martin Porrier,
Harry Masternack, Mike Vail,
design team
Mobayed Consulting
IVY Landscape Harry
Mestyanek
Jonathan Segal
22,567 square feet
(residence/parking); 4,574 square feet
(office renovation)
$2.3 million
January 2007

US Aluminum
GAF EPDM Roof
Membrane
Bristoute
IKEA
Borrelli
Design + Cabinetry
Frazee
FLOR
Halo
Takagi
TOTO
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Studio Ma—Christiana
Moss, AIA, lead designer; Christopher
Alt, partner in charge; Dan Hoffman,
Jonah Busick, Brad Pfahler, Robert
Des Rosiers, Ryu Ikegai, design team
Rudow + Berry (structural); Woodward Engineering
(electrical); Associated Mechanical
Engineers (mechanical); Evans Kuhn
& Associates (civil)
On Site Landscape
Construction (landscape); Roger
Smith Lighting Design (lighting)
Rockland Builders
27,225 square feet
$3.5 million
March 2007

Cembonit;
Galvalume
Firestone
Trex
International Window
Corporation
Cactus Glass
Southwest Aluminum; JELDWEN; Martin Door Manufacturing
Schlage; Stanley
Dunn Edwards
Formica
American Standard;
Avonite
Nancy Levinson is director of the
Phoenix Urban Research Laboratory
at the Arizona State University
College of Design.
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nArchitects—Eric Bunge,
AIA, Mimi Hoang, principals;
Daniela Zimmer, Jorge Pereira,
Takuya Shinoda, design team
109 Norfolk LLC
Sharon Engineering
(structural and m/e/p); Robert
Silman Associates (gallery and
penthouse stairs and railing)
15,000 gross square feet (7
stories, 5 apartments, one art gallery)
$4 million
December 2007

Drexel Metals, custom fabricated
by George Dimizas
Panorama Windows
Custom
by George Dimizas
Kaswell
Teragren
Custom by Tamas Tisjold
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Michelin on Main, Greenville SC |

Details: Central column of frame, fabric &

polycarbonate surround with integrated millwork kiosk, printed polycarbonate
graphic walls & framed printed fabric ribbon ”tire” road with integrated ﬁber optic
lights create a dynamic branded environment. | Fabrication - Eventscape | Design
- Neal Prince + Partners Architects | Photography: Fred Martin Photography Inc.
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Inﬁnite ﬂexibility. We will build any structure at any scale, with no
restriction on form or material. Our obsession with craftsmanship and
detail guarantees that every structure is as beautiful as it is functional

T 416.231.8855 F 416.231.7225 E info@ eventscape.net
See creative visions become reality at www.eventscape.net
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Made Possible
by Bilco
The National World War II Memorial, located in
Washington DC, is a stunning tribute to the men and
women who sacriﬁced their lives in order to preserve
the American way of life. While this national masterpiece possesses many beautiful features, none is more
breathtaking than the memorial’s signature fountains.
While we obviously can’t take credit for the beauty
of this national monument, or the hard fought efforts of
those it honors, we do
play a role in maintaining
its splendor. Bilco
supplied custom doors
to provide access to the
fountain’s pump system.
The extra effort made
by Bilco to meet the
challenging schedule was
praised by the project’s
Type J stainless steel ﬂoor door
with grating cover option

Bilco, Your Source for
Specialty Access Solutions
For more information on our products
or help with your next design problem,
call (203) 934-6363 or log on to www.bilco.com

See us at the CSI Show; booth # 941

Clean lines
Showcase your design
with Lutron shades
®

before

Lutron controllable shade systems
preserve the integrity of your design.
Experience the ﬂexibility of individual shade control along
with the convenience of whole building control.
t

Precision alignment of shades to 1/16” of each other

t

Ultra-quiet performance

t

Integrate shades with Lutron lighting control systems to
provide optimal lighting and save energy

Call 877.258.8766 or visit www.lutron.com for information
on Lutron’s complete line of fabrics, shades and controls.
CIRCLE 90

Sivoia QED (quiet
electronic drive)
provides precision
shade control
Fabric shown:
SheerLite solar fabric
in Charcoal/Gray

